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what makes sonic forces stand out is that it is about the speed. sonic forces is an incredibly fast game. but it is not
only about the speed. it is about the game interface and the new features that have been added. sonic forces is a
standout amongst the most loved sonic games up to now. in view of the progressions in sonic the hedgehog video

games, sonic forces is the first part of the "shadow" branch. the game offers a brilliant mix of old and new gameplay
mechanics, keeping in mind the end goal to satisfy both old and new fans. sonic forces advances greatly on the

previous sonic generations with numerous new gameplay mechanics and the introduction of new sonic character.
the game also introduces us to the three new stages, sega all stars racing, sonic forces and sonic free riders. each

stage is fully playable and playable by every participant. however, the special mode and the story mode are
separated into two different segments. the story mode is the main reason of play in sonic forces, which is a platform
game. it is divided into three sections: sonic forces, sonic free riders and sega all stars racing. the story mode is not

a must, because there is also the special mode that consists of speed run, the new world record and three new
characters: knuckles the echidna, tails and amy rose. it is a funny mission, and the background story of the
introduction of the new character is interesting. sonic forces is an exciting game, and it is one of the most

challenging games for a longtime sonic fan. it is the first game of shadow branch, which is the next stage for sonic
after the sonic generations.
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